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Nearly everyone now agrees that what we eat has a profound effect on our health. But there isn’t a
lot of agreement on what’s best to eat, when and how, or even how much. And governments are
often still pushing low fat, despite the scientific foundations that propped up that fallacy for some 3
decades having now largely been rendered unserviceable
(http://openheart.bmj.com/content/2/1/e000196).

Today we release an updated 4 ‘plate’ comparison, seen through a lens of contemporary nutritional
science and functional medicine practice. The plates, guides or guidelines represent two government
guidelines (from the UK and US governments), the Harvard Healthy Eating Plate and our own
Food4Health guidelines (http://anhinternational.org/2016/09/21/revised_food4health_guidelines/).

In April 2015, we published a 4-way shootout (http://anhinternational.org/2015/04/08/anh-four-
plate-shoot-out/) from the same sources. Since this time, there have been some significant —
although not fundamental — changes in the UK plate, now called the Eatwell guide. We have also
just redesigned our own guidance.

To mark these two updates, and provide our supporters, practitioners and citizens with current
versions, we present today an update of the 4-plate comparison. Next week, we’ll be providing an
expanded and segmented reference list, including hyperlinks to sources, supporting our
Food4Health guide.

We sincerely hope this and related resources will help more people to eat more healthily and benefit
from science that has not been distorted by Big Food interests. Please share widely.

Download PDF (http://anhinternational.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Whats-on-Your-
Plate.pdf) of comparison table.
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4-way plate shootout: 2016 update
With recent updates to the UK and ANH healthy eating guidance, we publish a revised
comparison of the UK, US,...
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Find out more (http://anhinternational.org/2016/09/21/revised_food4health_guidelines/) about
Food4Health and Food4Kids guidelines.

See also the Healthy Eating Guidelines (http://anhinternational.org/practitioners/food-
plates/) resource in our Practitioners’ area.
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